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Retail Landscape –Alberta 

q Retail is Alberta's largest employer with 247,100 Albertans working in the 
province’s 17,540 stores.

q Core retail sales are $47.7 billion.

q 64% of retailers are small businesses.

q The sector annually generates over $10.6 billion total salaries. Average 
hourly rate is $25.93.   

q RCC is a not-for-profit industry-funded association representing retailers of 
all sizes and formats, and more than two-thirds of retail sales in Alberta. 
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Retail and Waste Diversion Initiatives 

q RCC and retailers are extensively engaged in close to 100 waste diversion and EPR programs operating in 
Canada.

q Current stewardship programs cost approximately $700 million across Canada.

q Retailers are completely comfortable with industry funding for post consumer management of products, and 
actively support the success of programs. 

q Our focus is on environmental outcomes. 
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Retail and Waste Diversion Initiatives 
q Retailers are the face of most volunteer and regulated programs – and strive to ensure programs are effective, 

cost efficient and operate at a standard consistent with their own businesses.

q Product stewardship is important to industry and individual business reputation – and often conflicting 
priorities have to be managed (food waste vs plastic).

Retail Category Waste Diversion Example Issues (Increasing Overlap)
Grocery Plastic bags & single use plastics, packaging, pharmacy, food waste & organics, beverages, electronics, 

batteries…

General Merchandise Electronics, small appliances, toys, white good appliances, bedding, packaging, batteries, paint, lighting and 
lighting products…

Electronics Small and large electronics… 

Home Improvement Lighting, paint, batteries, power tools, outdoor power equipment, carpet, renovation supplies, appliances… 

Furniture & Appliances Furniture, ODS white goods, appliances, bedding

Automotive Used oil, coolants and tires…

Fashion Textiles…  
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The Retailer View of Plastic Bags

q Our members distribute over 90% of all single use plastic bags

q An estimated 147 bags per capita are distributed to Albertans annually (2013)

q The  negative impact of plastic bags is undeniable.

q Checkstand bags are a significant multi-million dollar cost to retailers (or their 
customer)…. yet a customer service expectation of most.

q Paper bags are similarly problematic – simply put, there are no easy answers!

Retailers strongly believe we MUST attack wasteful one time used bags, 
especially where reusable alternatives could have been used.
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RCC Preferred Approach to Plastic Bags

As a general comment, we prefer voluntary action to regulatory action.  It is 
our experience that this:

q will best stimulate innovation; 

q mitigate unintended negative consequences; and, 

q create a situation where businesses and consumers have a stake in the 
outcome
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RCC Preferred Approaches to Plastic Bags
Hierarchy of Preferred Approach Impact

Mandatory Bag Reduction Strategy 1. Broad use of best practices, likely leading to a voluntary bag 
fee or bag free environment

2. Industry owns the responsibility 
3. Motivation to form strategic partnerships (RCA)

Province or Broad Regional 
Mandated Bag Fee *

1. Harmonized approach for operational simplicity
2. Significant replacement of single use with reusable bags
3. Greater efficiency of multi-use bags
4. Level playing field – Government alignment with sector
5. Strategic partnerships similar to proposed in Wetaskiwin

Bag Ban * 1. Elimination of most checkstand bags, dramatic increase in 
reusable bag use, 

2. Shift to purchased thicker kitchen catchers

* Harmonization with best practices from other jurisdictions
* Apply to paper and plastic
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Partnering with RCA 

q RCA and RCC made a joint proposal to Wetaskiwin seeking a mandatory bag 
fee that would have directed revenues through the RCA to Wetaskiwin 
programs (single use green projects, clean-up, equipment…)

q Hard work to secure retail commitment and would have been a first in Canada 
trial.

q RCC and RCA anticipate partnering through the Ambassadors program in 
support of proactive efforts to support reduction efforts within major Alberta 
retailers 

q Other partnerships include work with Recycle BC, and the creation of a single-
use reduction resource guide for BC retailers 
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Municipal Bylaws

q There are about 3,700 municipal governments in Canada

q Individual municipal bylaws are challenging to manage, and commonly include their 
own twist, sometimes in conflict with good environmental outcomes.

q Retailers typically manage operational issues like plastic bags centrally – including 
procurement, cashier training and proactive bag reduction strategies (like fees).

q Harmonization is a priority objective. 

q RCC welcomes collective leadership from municipal associations if province doesn’t 
move forward (NS example)
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Retail Viewpoint: Other Single Use Plastics

Prefer voluntary action to regulatory action, and believe a longer-term effort 
requiring progressive measures is best.

q Support polystyrene foam restrictions on disposable cups and take-out 
containers; 

q Support a requirement to use reusable cups and reusable dishware where 
practical; 

q Support reduction efforts on plastic straws, with certain exceptions (hospitals, 
physically challenged, drink boxes…);

q Support an approach that only allows single-use items upon customer request

q Believe IC & I where public spaces exist (shopping malls…) should be 
required to manage materials they generate.
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